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WANT YOUNG PEOPLE TO BE

HEALTHIER, HAPPIER AND SMARTER?
Written by Andy the Science Wiz, Andy Allan, NAA’s STEM Specialist
There are some very real and important reasons to provide young people with access
to outdoor time. Increasing research shows that outside play and learning can provide
many benefits. Outside is a great place for STEM learning. Astronomy, botany, biology,
meteorology, geology and ornithology are just a few of the STEM topics that start in the
great outdoors. Just being outside inspires STEM thinking. Why is the sky blue? Why
do I have a shadow? Teaching STEM outdoors naturally encourages observation, hypothesis making and critical thinking, all while
providing concrete examples of science in action. See below for more information about these benefits as well as 15 Simple STEM
Activities That Get Kids Outside (and help them be happier, healthier and smarter)!

PHYSICAL HEATH Outdoor time positively affects health. There
is a gathering storm of childhood obesity and lack of physical
activity in the United States. Getting young people outside gets
them moving and provides access to fresh air and sunlight.
Moving around burns excess energy and lowers anxiety. Sunlight
stimulates the pineal gland and makes us feel happier.
COGNITIVE BENEFITS A growing body of research shows that
outdoor time can make young people smarter. Time spent in
nature improves awareness, reasoning, observational skills,
memory, communication, concentration, imagination and
creativity. Exposure to environment-based education has been
shown to increase critical-thinking skills and test performance.
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING Being outdoors learning or
playing stimulates social interaction. Young people work more
collaboratively and communicate more when they are outside.
Just being free to move around provides the opportunity to

INSPIRE. CONNECT. EQUIP.

interact with new social groups. Outside play and learning
requires different skills from the classroom, and can provide
a sense of freedom and autonomy.
SPIRIT The natural world is filled with beautiful sights,
sounds and textures that excite our senses. The sunlight
on our faces, the wind in our hair and the songs of birds
all serve to reduce stress and anxiety. Once outside, young
people are given a greater freedom to be louder and messier.
PLANNING FOR TIME OUTSIDE The first hurdle when
planning outside time is the challenge of your location. Some
of us will have a great location with trees and space for a
garden. Others will only have a simple square of asphalt.
Whatever space you have, there are activities that can be used
to get young people up and outside. Remember: Just the act
of being outdoors allows the leeway for more movement, mess
and noise—which are all important for development.
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15 SIMPLE STEM ACTIVITIES THAT GET KIDS OUTSIDE (AND HELP THEM BE HAPPIER, HEALTHIER AND SMARTER)

1 GO DIGGING IN THE DIRT. Use hand lenses and

microscopes to examine the different kinds of dirt. Was the
dirt man-made or did it come from rocks or plants?

2

KEEP A NATURE JOURNAL of things seen and discovered
during outdoor time.

3 BUILD A BIRD FEEDER and record the birds that come to visit.
4 BUILD A BRIDGE OR A DAM. Find a natural obstruction and
use items from nature or craft materials such as straws and
Popsicle sticks to overcome it.

5 APPLY STEM THEMES TO ACTIVE GAMES YOU ALREADY

KNOW, such as Tag, Red Light-Green Light or Duck, Duck, Goose.

6

SURVEY THE PLANTS AT YOUR LOCATION. Explore
where plants like to grow and illustrate the different plants
discovered. (Hint: weeds count.)

7

LEAVE A SCRAP PIECE OF BOARD OUTSIDE ON SOME
DIRT FOR A COUPLE OF DAYS then lift it up to discover
how many species have found shelter under it.

8 BUY BUTTERFLY NETS AND AN INSECT GUIDE. Work
together as a group to sweep a grassy area and discover
what critters might be present.

9 GO TO A GARDEN CENTER AND PURCHASE LADYBUGS.

Study these beneficial bugs and then release them outside.

10EXAMINE THE ROCKS FOUND AT YOUR LOCATION and
make a local rock collection.

11 LEARN ABOUT DIFFERENT CLOUD TYPES. Become cloud
spotters. Put out a weather station and record the daily
weather. Predict the weather for the following day.

12DO A PLANT SURVEY. Count how many different plants

are in several randomly selected square meters, and then
multiple by the size of your area to determine the total plant
population.

13MEASURE OUT VOLUMES OF WATER and determine the
volumes of differently shaped containers by pouring the
water from one to another.

14ORGANIZE A SCAVENGER HUNT. Observe and record the
location of things such as footprints, birds, three-lobed
leaves, a snail, etc.

15TEACH THE BASICS OF TAXONOMY by having the children
collect items such as leaves and rocks, and then challenge
them to place their collections into groups.
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OPENING DISCUSSION
Think back to when you were a school age child. What were you excited to do
afterschool?
Do you agree with the author’s perception of “play” in today’s society? Why or why not?

APPLICATION ACTIVITY
Identify one benefit of play and discuss how you could or do implement this in your
program.
Your children tell you they just want to “play” when they are on the playground. Using
information from the article, what can you do to inspire your children to engage with
their outdoor environment?

CLOSING REFLECTION
Which STEM activities do you think will resonate with your afterschool children and why?
How else can you use the information in this article? (school, families?)

If applicable, provide participants with the corresponding certificate of participation and if required ask them to complete the questions included on the certificate.
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